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	Here is an atlas, not a conventional textbook. It guides urologists step by step through EERPE, enabling them to confidently and successfully perform this highly standardized technique. Every stage of the procedure is presented with numerous accompanying endoscopic images and diagrams so that practitioners can fully grasp and follow each individual surgical step. Complications and their management are described in detail.
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Prehospital Trauma CareCRC Press, 2001

	Comprehensive in scope and content, Prehospital Trauma Care (PTC) covers all aspects of emergency medicine-triage assessment and treatment, anesthesia, intensive care, psychiatry, health and military disasters, burns, shock, and surgery.

	Written by over 70 distinguished international experts representing Australia, Austria, Belgium,...
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WordPerfect 11 for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
This guide will teach you how to create professional looking documents using WordPerfect 11 by formatting documents, using templates, creating Web links, adding borders, and much more.

Remember when life was simple—you typed something, and it ended up on paper? Simplicity is back! This book tells you how to do what you want to...
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Think StrategicallyPalgrave Macmillan, 2011

	Thinking is what sets human beings apart from the rest of the animal

	kingdom. And thinking is what distinguishes each individual human from

	all the others. We think differently, and that makes us different people,

	because it also makes us do things in a host of different ways. Companies

	differ too, due to the fact that they think...
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Expert MySQLApress, 2007
Since the enormous number of new features made available with MySQL release 5.0, MySQL has been gaining steam as a viable alternative to database behemoths like Oracle and IBM DB2. MySQL users now have the ability to extend MySQL with new SQL commands, optimize query execution, and embed MySQL within low-resource environments like embedded devices...
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How to Do Everything NetbookMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Get the most out of your netbook!


	Now that you've got a netbook, it's time to find out how to maximize all of its capabilities. This hands-on guide explains how you can keep your netbook running at peak performance by limiting how many programs you run concurrently and what you download. Learn the best ways to connect to...
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Modern Embedded Computing: Designing Connected, Pervasive, Media-Rich SystemsMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Modern embedded systems are used for connected, media-rich, and highly integrated handheld devices such as mobile phones, digital cameras, and MP3 players. All of these embedded systems require networking, graphic user interfaces, and integration with PCs, as opposed to traditional embedded processors that can perform only limited functions...
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